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 MONDAY MOTIVATOR 
 

 

  

 

 

Welcome to the 17
th

 edition of The Monday Motivator. In this edition we examine ACTION.  

We are all familiar with the movie industry words “Lights! Camera! Action!” What this meant 

was that on a movie set the first thing to do was to turn on the lights. It took a little time for the 

lights to become fully bright. Then the expensive cameras with equally expensive film in them 

were also started up. Once the lights and cameras were going, the word “ACTION” meant the 

actors and extras were to get into the rolls they were assigned. Inevitably, someone or something 

would spoil the shot and retakes would become a normal daily part of movie industry life.  Once 

again all on the set would hear the words “Silence on the set! Lights! Camera! Action!” The 

results of all that action were the movies that defined entire eras of human history.  
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What does ACTION mean to us who are not in the movie industry? 

For just a little while pretend you ARE in the movie industry. The 

picture you are starring in is The Story of You. You wake up each 

day to the lights. The cameras are simply time moving forward at the 

pace of 60 minutes per hour. Like the expensive film in the cameras 

of Hollywood, once used, the time and the film are gone. They are 

used. They cannot be reclaimed to be used over again. If the scene 

was not played out right, the entire effort became a “retake.”  

With enough money and patience and people to get the job done a 

movie would eventually be finished and presented to the public. If 

done well, the public would pay to see the final result. If they liked it they would tell others and 

the profits would set records. What about your story?  

We all need a little help getting to a place where the ACTION part of our lives adds up to a 

blockbuster if that’s what we want. So here’s how Hollywood does it. They start with an idea. 

Someone thinks up a story that may be based on factual history or is a pure work of fiction. In 

either case, the next step is to write it down, thus creating what is called a “script.” From this 

script a “storyboard” is created. Here is what a typical storyboard looks like: 

  

With the use of a storyboard the creative team dives into how each scene is going to be shot, 

where it will be done, what will be required as well as details about lighting, sound, wardrobe, 

set design, music, etc. So we can see that the storyboard is vital to moving into the production 

stage of making a movie. Do you have a storyboard for the next five years of your life? How 
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about the next one year of your life? How about the next month of your life? Most people will 

answer NO to this.  

If we overlay the steps of movie making onto our own lives we may find some organizational 

miscues. For example, pick out just one consideration of your life where you want to realize your 

idea of success.  It might be your job, your health, your relationships, money or your community.  

Once you have that importance identified, write out a one page “script” of how your story is 

going to proceed. It’s important to have a beginning, middle and the end. Remember that the 

future is coming to you whether you have a script or not. If you don’t have one, your 

performance is going to be random. No script really means no planning. Without a plan you can’t 

sketch out a storyboard and without that you can’t direct the action because the story is not clear.  

Imagine if you were running a Hollywood studio and the day you start work two hundred people 

show up. Everyone from set builders to gaffers, sound experts, lighting crew, actors, make up, 

wardrobe, camera operators, electricians, stunt professionals, and dozens more specialties. Now 

imagine that there is no script, no storyboard, no shooting plans for the first day. What are you 

going to do? Do you send all those people home and tell them to come back in a few weeks when 

you have your act together?  

Our lives are very similar to this situation. Without a plan or a schedule or goals, we are going to 

show up on the first day of our movie production only to find that there are no clear objectives so 

we just go along until the clock says our work day is finished and we go home, having traded 

time for money instead of our talent for a future. 

 

The image you see above is a great example of action in motion. Here we can see that buildings 

have become taller and taller over time because someone had an idea of how to turn thoughts 

into reality. Starting in 1855 a modest little building in Chicago was constructed. By 2010 the 

tallest building on Earth was constructed. All this took planning and a lot of action; especially 

when you realize that giant building in Dubai is sitting on sand three hundred feet deep.  
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Want another example of how 

planning benefits with action? How 

about a story you have heard of many 

times featuring the USS Starship 

Enterprise? At roughly 1,000 feet 

long this iconic (and totally fictional) 

space vehicle started out as this 

blueprint on your left. Star Trek was 

a story built around the adventures of 

this space ship and its crew. It was all 

fiction but we loved it. We loved the 

adventure and how the story swept us 

away into another reality. It was all 

based on a script and storyboard.  

We can create our own blueprint as a centerpiece of our life stories. We’re 

able to write our own script. To do it we simply have to start. Start today. 

Start now. Start with your job. Write a one-page script of how your job 

carries you to the next season. What happens? Who are the main characters? 

Where does the story take you? What resources do you need? How and when 

do you go from script to storyboard then into production?  

In summary, we are all a small version of a movie production studio. We 

own it. We are the main talent as well as the executive producers, the 

creative directors and the editors of the final release. Without a plan or goals 

or a timeline, your story is not going to be told the way you want it told. Or 

maybe it is. It’s all up to the storyboard and you get to write that too. So let’s 

get started now! Do it today. Even if you only write one or two sentences per 

day, get started. When do you want your first draft to be put into action? We are all the stars of 

our own stories. I’ll see you at the Oscars! 

Key PSI associates include: http://www.actioncoach.com/jaymcdowell  

 

 

Until next time I’m Will Robertson, CEO sending you good management wishes 

for performance excellence from Performance Strategies, Inc. / Management 

Consulting Group. 

For booking Mr. Robertson or any of our PSI associates as a speaker, trainer, 

consultant or coach call 1-800-242-1900 or E Mail us at prospeaker@cox.net 

Ask about our online Webinars and skills / performance assessments. 
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